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Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem (32)
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Participants hold signs during the annual Gay Pride parade in Jerusalem, Thursday, June 6, 2019. Thousands of people are marching through the streets of Jerusalem in the city's annual gay pride parade, a festival that exposes deep divisions between Israel's secular and Jewish ultra-Orthodox camps. (AP Photo/Ariel Schalit)
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Participants hold flags during the annual Gay Pride parade in Jerusalem, Thursday, June 6, 2019. Thousands of people are marching through the streets of Jerusalem in the city's annual gay pride parade, a festival that exposes deep divisions between Israel's secular and Jewish ultra-Orthodox camps. (AP Photo/Ariel Schalit)
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Participants hold signs during the annual Gay Pride parade in Jerusalem, Thursday, June 6, 2019. Thousands of people are marching through the streets of Jerusalem in the city's annual gay pride parade, a festival that exposes deep divisions between Israel's secular and Jewish ultra-Orthodox camps. (AP Photo/Ariel Schalit)
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Participants wave flags and hold signs during the annual Gay Pride parade in Jerusalem, Thursday, June 6, 2019. Thousands of people are marching through the streets of Jerusalem in the city's annual gay pride parade, a festival that exposes deep divisions between Israel's secular and Jewish ultra-Orthodox camps. (AP Photo/Ariel Schalit)
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Participants wave flags and hold signs during the annual Gay Pride parade in Jerusalem, Thursday, June 6, 2019. Thousands of people are marching through the streets of Jerusalem in the city's annual gay pride parade, a festival that exposes deep divisions between Israel's secular and Jewish ultra-Orthodox camps. (AP Photo/Ariel Schalit)
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Participants wave flags and hold signs during the annual Gay Pride parade in Jerusalem, Thursday, June 6, 2019. Thousands of people are marching through the streets of Jerusalem in the city's annual gay pride parade, a festival that exposes deep divisions between Israel's secular and Jewish ultra-Orthodox camps. (AP Photo/Ariel Schalit)
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An Israeli participates in the annual Gay Pride parade in Jerusalem, Thursday, June 6, 2019. Thousands of people are marching through the streets of Jerusalem in the city's annual gay pride parade, a festival that exposes deep divisions between Israel's secular and Jewish ultra-Orthodox camps. (AP Photo/Ariel Schalit)
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Two women kiss in a rainbow flag as participants take part in the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade on June 06, 2019. - Thousands were expected to participate in Jerusalem's annual Gay Pride march Thursday under high security following a knife attack by a Jewish religious extremist that killed a teenager in 2015. Police were deploying some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that starts at a park in the Holy City and continues through nearby streets in the late afternoon and into the evening. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants take part in the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade on June 06, 2019. - Thousands were expected to participate in Jerusalem's annual Gay Pride march Thursday under high security following a knife attack by a Jewish religious extremist that killed a teenager in 2015. Police were deploying some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that starts at a park in the Holy City and continues through nearby streets in the late afternoon and into the evening. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants wave gay rainbow pride flags during the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade on June 06, 2019. - Thousands were expected to participate in Jerusalem's annual Gay Pride march Thursday under high security following a knife attack by a Jewish religious extremist that killed a teenager in 2015. Police were deploying some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that starts at a park in the Holy City and continues through nearby streets in the late afternoon and into the evening. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants take part in the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade on June 06, 2019. - Thousands were expected to participate in Jerusalem's annual Gay Pride march Thursday under high security following a knife attack by a Jewish religious extremist that killed a teenager in 2015. Police were deploying some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that starts at a park in the Holy City and continues through nearby streets in the late afternoon and into the evening. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade gather in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in the Holy City and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade carry aflags a sthey gather in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jersusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade carry a rainbow-adorned national flag as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jersusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade wave rainbow and national flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade wave rainbow and national flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade wave rainbow and US flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade wave rainbow and US flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade wave rainbow and Israeli flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade wave rainbow and US flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade wave rainbow, Israeli and US flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade carry flags and placards as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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Participants to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade carry Israeli and rainbow flags as they march in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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A participant to the 18th annual Jerusalem Gay Pride parade is pictured in the Holy City on June 6, 2019. - Police deployed some 2,500 undercover and uniformed officers for the parade that started at a park in Jerusalem and continued through nearby streets. (Photo by MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP)
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: Participants hold banners and flags as they march during the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: Participants hold placards and banners during the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: Participants hold placards and banners during the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: A participant takes part in the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: A participant takes part in the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: A participant waves a flag during the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: A couple kisses as they take part in the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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06 June 2019, ---, Jerusalem: Participants hold placards and shout slogans during the annual Gay Pride Parade in Jerusalem. Photo: Ilia Yefimovich/dpa
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